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60 Websites in
60 Minutes
Harahan Senior
Center
Wed, August 4th

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL
USERS
OF MALWAREBYTES SOFTWARE
by Ron Hirsch - ronhirsch1439@comcast.net
Malwarebytes security software has been, and still is one of the best software
programs available to help protect your system from the rash of malware and
similar “bad stuff” out there in the computer underworld.

6:30 pm
102 Elodie St
Harahan, LA

I have been using it in conjunction with Microsoft Security Essentials for
quite a while now, starting with my older Windows XP Pro 32 bit system
computer, and now with my new Windows 7 64 bit computer.
Malwarebytes comes in two versions, free and paid. The free version of Mal-
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warebytes does not offer real time protection, but
users can initiate a scan any time they want, to search
for malware. The paid version is a lifetime license,
with real time protection.
I recently learned that if you are using the paid version, and have set it for real time protection, there
can be conflicts with your other security programs.
But these conflicts can be stopped by listing the various Malwarebytes active files in the “exclusion”
folder of your other antivirus/security software.
I discovered this by accident recently, when my copy
of the paid Malwarebytes program notified me that a
newer version had been downloaded. And, did I want
to install it. Of course, I said OK, and that proceeded
to close the program and then install the newer version. It then said I had to reboot, so I did.
After the machine had rebooted, everything was frozen solid, so I tried anther reboot, but that also
locked everything up tight. It seemed pretty obvious
that Malwarebytes was the cause here, but what was
the cure? I booted up using SAFE mode, and it
booted OK. While in SAFE mode, I decided to just
uninstall Malwarebytes, until I could find out the
proper solution.
The next normal boot had everything working fine,
no lockups - all was normal, confirming that Malwarebytes was the cause. So I sent an email off to
Malwarebytes . They got back to me very quickly,
and gave me this link below to explain the problem
and solution to the freezeups.
http://forums.malwarebytes.org/index.php?
s=70b8be10374840dca65629a2162b6d60&showto
pic=10138&st=0&p=167851&#entry167851

Nopc Information
Meetings are held on the 1st Wednesday
of the month at the Harahan Senior
Center.
Time: 6:30
102 Elodie St.
Harahan, LA 70123
—————————————————————-

Programmer’s/Advance User
Special Interest Group
Next Meeting scheduled for May 12th.
7:00pm
Meetings are held the 2nd Tuesday of
every month at New Horizons
3rd floor.
Please park in rear parking garage (free).
—————————————————————-

New/Intermediate User
Special Interest Group
Bring your computer problems to Ray.
Yes you can bring your computer to the
New/Intermediate meeting.
Send your questions to Ray before meeting via email. new-user@nopc.org

—————————————————————

Look for NOPC
If you are not running the paid version, with real
time protection, then this fix may well not be
needed. But for those using real time protection, it
is mandatory.
This is a thread on the Malwarebytes forum, and
someone has clearly presented all the fixes to solve
(Continued on page3 )

Twitter.com
Yahoo Groups - nopc_help
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the problem, with a wide range of antivirus programs.
The fixes are applicable to most versions of Windows,
but I believe that the paths for the fixes here are primarily for Windows 32 bit systems. The information
presented contains screen shots for those who have
problems understanding the fixes.
If you have any trouble accessing this link, I have, as I
noted below, created a PDF file of this complete presentation, and it is available on the BRCS site, along
with the PDF versions of my articles. See later on, for
the link.
The file locations for 64 bit Window's systems are different. Below are the respective locations for Windows 7 64 bit. I have no other 64 bit systems, but I
would guess that Vista's locations are probably similar. Since most of you will still be using a 32 bit operating system, such as XP or Vista, you will probably
find that the file locations will be as shown on the
Internet page, and in the PDF file I've created from the
site.
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save, of the info presented on the Malwarebytes
site, please go to
http://brcs.org/hirsch.php ,
which is our society's home page, and look for the
file named Malwarebytes Info. You can read it
online, and/or save it, as desired. And you can also
download a PDF of this article, which is named
“Malwarebytes article”, if you'd like a copy for
your records.
REMEMBER - Malwarebytes remains as one of
the best security programs out there. I recommend
it to all users. And for the small price of $24.95 you
will have lifetime free updates of the program and
the malware database, and real time protection. If
you will want to go with the free version, you will
have free database update, and scans anytime you
want.

Using this program, and Microsoft Security EssenBut, you must be familiar with copying files in Win- tials will afford you top notch protection.
dows Explorer to a specified location, depending upon
your software. If you cannot do this, get a friend to
help you.

PCmover

Once you have located the target area of your antivirus software, you must them copy the files specified
By George Harding, Treasurer, Tucson Computer Society, AZ
in the online (or PDF copy) of the instructions.
The Journal of the Tucson Computer Society, January 2010
www.aztcs.org
Georgehardingsbd (at) earthlink.net

And, remember for 64 bit Windows versions, such as
Windows 7 64 bit, the location of the files to copy is
different.
This article has been obtained from APCUG with the author’s
Where you see C:\Windows\System32\drivers\
You should use
C:\Windows\SysWoW64
\drivers\
Where you see C:\Program Files
You should use
C:\Program Files (x86)
Once I added to the exclusion window for Microsoft
Security Essentials, all my problems were resolved.
There were no freezeups at bootup, and the freezeups
of various programs during operation disappeared
completely. So I have confirmed that the fix works
just fine.
If you would like to download a copy to read, or

permission for publication by APCUG member groups; all other
uses require the permission of the author (see e-mail address
above).
Laplink has had PCmover available for many years. Its purpose
is to successfully transfer your data and programs from an old
computer to a new one. The data part of the transfer is easy
enough, in fact, Microsoft has an application called Easy Transfer that will do that part. However, to transfer the programs part
is difficult. You usually have to install the original programs on
the new computer, and then update them as necessary, which
may take a long time
The PCmover process has been adapted to include the tricky
process of upgrading from XP to Window 7. As you probably
know, Microsoft requires you to do a “clean” install (format the
hard drive, then install) if you are running XP, then reinstall and
update all your programs. I tried the PCmover process in an update from XP to Window 7. Overall, I would say it was a re-
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Music-- Capture it, Organize it and
Enjoy it
by Phil Sorrentino
Member of the Sarasota Personal Computer Users Group, Inc.

Music in the past was captured and made
available on analog sources and played back
on analog devices. Those analog sources
were tubes (in Thomas Edison’s times), record disks (78s, 45s and 33 1/3 vinyl), and
finally tapes (reel-to-reel, 8 track, and cassette). And they were played on a phonograph (circa late 1870s), a turntable
(spanning the 20th century) or a tape machine (spanning the late 20th century). All
those devices were engineered to convert the
analog music on the source media to sound
that eventually hit our ears. Analog music
was the capture of some sort of wiggle, like
the wiggle of a turntable needle or stylus, or
the wiggle of a magnetic field on a magnetic
tape. The quality of the music we experienced improved all along the time that analog music was available, finally culminating
in High Fidelity, Stereophonic Sound.
Stereophonic because there are two tracks,
one for the right and one for the left, to
match the hearing mechanisms on our head,
one on the right and one on the left. High Fidelity is the property of reproducing all of
the music frequencies that were originally
produced by the original source, like a
singer’s voice, or a rock and roll band, or a
symphony orchestra. The frequency response
of the human ear is about 20 Hz to around
16,000 Hz (although sometimes it is stated
as 20 to 20k). These are general ranges and
as we age, the lower limit tends to rise and
the upper limit tends to be lowered. (By the
way, if someone is exposed to very high in-
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tensity sounds or noises {measured in decibels}, their hearing range could be affected.
In fact, sounds greater than somewhere
around 100 decibels {db} can produce permanent damage to ones hearing range.) So,
High Fidelity Stereo was developed to deliver two channels, each with about a 20 to
16,000 Hz frequency range. What more
could you ask for. (Well, actually now with
digital reproduction you can have much
more, like 5.1 surround sound, but that is a
subject for another time.)
Enough of the past, now on to the digital
music age. One of the differences between
analog and digital sources of music is the
fact that with an analog source, the music
quality deteriorates with each play. Each
time a record or tape is played, some of the
range of the music is lost. But with digital
sources (digital files), the quality always remains the same. Go ahead and play away.
The reason for this is that the digital representation for music is just a series of ones
and zeros (which is reproduced exactly with
every Copy). As long as that series is reproduced (and the process that interprets the
ones and zeros doesn’t change), then the results, the music, will always be the same. So,
once we get the music, we have it at that
quality, for good. But how is digital music
created? What is the source? And what devices are used to reproduce it.
The recording process starts with (analog)
microphones which produce a small analog
signal. This signal is amplified and then digitized. From this point on everything is digital, therefore perfectly reproducible. Digitization produces a file that has been engineered to contain the complete audible frequency range. This is the .wav file that is on
the CD that is purchased. The CD becomes
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

the source for the music. (Today, most music is distributed on CDs, although more
and more music is being downloaded to
computers for eventual listening.) Typically
there are about 15 songs on a CD, but with
the capacity of a CD (700 MB) and the average size of a song (35MB), you might get
as many as 20 or 21 songs on a CD. So, if
CDs are the source of the music, a CD
player is the device that is used to reproduce the music. CD players come in two
basic varieties, stereo cabinet type to be
used with a stereo system maybe in the
family room, and portables for use on the
go. Some larger stereo cabinet models can
hold as many as 400 CDs and provide a
place to store all the CDs (without their
cases). Now that’s how the digital music is
produced, distributed, and played, but what
about MP3s? Well, an MP3 file is the result
of processing a WAV file with an MP3 conversion program, the product of which is
much smaller than the original. (WMA is
another file type similar to MP3 that has
been introduced and used by Microsoft.)
MP3 files are typically one tenth the size of
the corresponding WAV file. The resultant
file size can vary because there are settings
used by the MP3 conversion program. The
MP3 conversion process is a “Lossy” conversion, that is, some of the quality can be
lost in the conversion. The quality is selected by choosing a bit rate for the conversion. For music this rate typically goes
from 128 kbps (considered near CD quality) up to around 320 kbps (for those audiophiles that have very good hearing and reproduction systems). There are also lower
qualities for low frequency range (voice
only), files which are 32 kbps and 64 kbps.
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The lower the quality, the smaller the size
of the MP3 file, and similarly, the higher
the quality, the larger the file size. Some
people might be able to detect the difference between a 128 kbps quality and a 320
kbps quality, but if you cannot then the
smaller file would be a better choice. (If
you’re not sure if you can detect the difference, create an MP3 of one of your favorite
CDs at two different bit rates and then play
each one and see if you can tell the difference. If you can tell the difference, use the
higher bit rate as your quality setting.)
So, with that bit of background, we are able
to discuss the process of converting songs
on a CD to MP3 files. This process is called
Ripping a CD. (Don’t blame me, I didn’t
name it.) The process does nothing like its
name implies, it simply converts the WAV
file on the CD to an MP3 file on the computer, at the chosen quality. Ripping can be
done with many programs like Windows
Media Player, Musicmatch Jukebox, Audacity, and Winamp. (Windows Media
Player (WMP) which comes with all Windows Operating Systems will be used here
in examples.) To Rip a CD, place the CD in
the CD/DVD reader/writer tray, start WMP,
and click Rip on the top Selection Bar. It’s
that easy. A list of the files on the CD will
be shown with a checked check box for
each. If you don’t want one of the songs,
uncheck the box. When the conversion is
finished you will have an MP3 file for each
of the checked songs. Typically, the MP3
files will be in a Folder with the name of
the CD Album, within a Folder for the Artist within the folder that was setup as the
Rip Folder. From this folder, you can move
or copy the songs to a library folder. Most
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

people will probably use the Music (or
My Music) folder that is part of Windows
for this.
Next month we’ll discuss organizing the
Library to take advantage of the fruits of
your (possibly) considerable labor in creating the music files. And don’t forget:
backup all that music regularly, so you
don’t have to go through that process
again. :
Copyright 2010. This article is from the July 2010 issue of
the Sarasota PC Monitor, the official monthly publication
of the Sarasota Personal Computer Users Group, Inc.,
P.O. Box 15889, Sarasota, FL 34277-1889. Permission to
reprint is granted only to other non-profit computer user
groups, provided proper credit is given to the author and
our publication. We would appreciate receiving a copy of
the publication the reprint appears in, please send to
above address, Attn: Editor

(Continued from page 3)

markable success. Before you start doing an upgrade, it’s
wise to run Microsoft’s Upgrade Advisor, available at Microsoft’s site.
The first step, of course, is to make at least one complete
backup of your system – not just the data files, but the entire partition in which XP is running. Some tech people
even advise making two complete backups and having
them verified by the backup software.
The next step is to download and install PCmover. You can
download it at www.laplink.com/PCmover. Once
downloaded, you install it just like any other application.
Laplink advises that you turn off any screen savers and
power-saving settings. For laptops keep the power plug in.
Your computer must stay awake during the entire procedure. They also recommend disabling anti-virus, spyware
and similar applications because they probably won’t be
transferred correctly; you’ll have to reinstall them after the
upgrade.
Next, you run PCmover. You will need a serial number in
order to run the program, which you should get when you
download the program. The next screen of the program
shows several choices for method of migration. You should
choose the Windows 7 Upgrade Assistant method.

You can choose to migrate all users or only chosen ones. You’ll
usually choose all. Next, you’ll be presented with a list of all
your hard drives and partitions. You’ll only want to migrate the
partition/drive which has XP. Next you can exclude certain file
types. You probably won’t want to transfer the listed types, but it
won’t hurt anything if you do transfer them.
Next is a scan for applications. You’ll get a list of all the applications on your computer. I got 112 in my list. You may deselect
any of these which you don’t want to migrate. I left them all
checked.
The next step creates the list of applications you have chosen,
and then asks you what name to give it and where to save it. You
should save it on a different drive/partition from the one you are
migrating, or on an external hard drive. You can give it any name
you want. I called mine “upgrade.”
Now, PCmover creates the Moving Van, the file that contains all
the info to be migrated and saves it where you specified. This
may be quite a large file. Mine was over 7 MB.
Now you upgrade to Windows 7 by selecting the Custom
method. This will take a while, but your input will not be needed.
Once complete, you reinstall PCmover on the upgraded computer, run it, find the Moving Van file and let PCmover migrate
your applications and data. This transfer may take quite a while.
When completed, you should have all your applications and data
that you wanted migrated available and working in Windows 7.
There may be some of your applications that do not work in
Windows 7. I had a few, but the problem was with Windows 7,
not PCmover.
I found this migration assistant to be easy to use and quite effective to migrate applications and files
About: PCmover
Vendor: Laplink
www.laplink.com
Price: Ranges from $20 to $60 for a single license
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CLUB SUPPORTERS
THE SECRET GUIDE
TO COMPUTERS
The Secret Guide is available at every New
Orleans Personal Computer Club General
Meeting. The latest printing is available for
only $15.00. Or contact Ray Paternostro either
at: secretary@nopc.org or (504) 737-9099.

Inspiration:

A goal properly set is halfway reach.
Zig Ziglar

CAT Humor : Important Cat Questions In a drawer?
On top of the Fridge?
Under the T.V.?
Where do I sleep next?
From: The book “Calm Cat Humor.”
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NOPC General Meeting

The New Orleans Personal Computer Club (NOPCC) is a private non-profit organization chartered under the State of Louisiana. Its purpose is to provide an open forum for discussion
and education of the membership in the use and application of PCs, peripheral equipment and software. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the author (s) and do not
necessarily reflect those of the NOPCC , its members or its officers. The club does not verify for accuracy the articles in this newsletter and leaves verification of accuracy to its readers.
Articles in this newsletter may be duplicated as long as credit is given to the author (s) and the NOPCC. Annual Dues Schedule: Regular Member, $40/yr.; Family Membership, $60/yr.;
and Students (under 21) , $20/yr. Meetings are held at 6:30 on the 1st Wednesday of each month at Harahan Senior Center, 100 Elodie, Harahan, Louisiana.

NOPCC Directory
Elected Officers
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Director At Large
Director At Large
Director At Large

Walt Christensen
Mike York
Ray Paternostro
Kevin Kratzberg
Tom Gaffney
Bill Howard
Mary Prinz

president@nopc.org
vp@nopc.org
secretary@nopc.org
treasurer@nopc.org
director1@nopc.org
director2@nopc.org
director3@nopc.org

982-3705
738-5997
737-9099
460-9337
831-1279

Standing Committees
Newsletter
Public Relations
Publicity
Webmaster

Kevin Kratzberg

editor@nopc.org

460-9337

A J Levy
Mike York

pr@nopc.org
webmaster@nopc.org

738-5997

Computer Programming

Ray Paternostro

Special Interest Groups
mike@gnonug.org

738-5997

Other Important Numbers / Addresses
Club Hotline
NOPCC Web Site

Recorded messages. Meeting Information. Open 24 Hours
On the World Wide Web. Our own home page and club information.

887-5746

www.nopc.org

